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Abstract
We study k-clustering problems with lower bounds, including k-median and k-means clustering with
lower bounds. In addition to the point set P and the number of centers k, a k-clustering problem
with (uniform) lower bounds gets a number B. The solution space is restricted to clusterings where
every cluster has at least B points. We demonstrate how to approximate k-median with lower bounds
via a reduction to facility location with lower bounds, for which O(1)-approximation algorithms are
known.
Then we propose a new constrained clustering problem with lower bounds where we allow points
to be assigned multiple times (to different centers). This means that for every point, the clustering
specifies a set of centers to which it is assigned. We call this clustering with weak lower bounds. We
give an 8-approximation for k-median clustering with weak lower bounds and an O(1)-approximation
for k-means with weak lower bounds.
We conclude by showing that at a constant increase in the approximation factor, we can restrict
the number of assignments of every point to 2 (or, if we allow fractional assignments, to 1 + ϵ). This
also leads to the first bicritera approximation algorithm for k-means with (standard) lower bounds
where bicriteria is interpreted in the sense that the lower bounds are violated by a constant factor.
All algorithms in this paper run in time that is polynomial in n and k (and d for the Euclidean
variants considered).
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Introduction

We study k-clustering problems with lower bound constraints. Imagine the following approach
to publish a reduced version of a large data set: Partition the data into clusters of similar
objects, then replace every cluster by one (weighted) point that represents it best. Publish
these weighted representatives. For example, it is a fairly natural approach for data that can
be modeled as vectors from Rd to replace a data set by a set of mean vectors, where every
mean vector represents a cluster. When representing a cluster by one point, the mean vector
minimizes the squared error of the representation. This is a common use case of k-means
clustering.
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In this paper, we ask the following: If we want to publish the representatives, it would be
very convenient if the clusters were of sufficient size to ensure a certain level of anonymity
of the individual data points that they represent. Can we achieve this, say, in the case of
k-means clustering or for the related k-median problem?
Using clustering with lower bounds on the cluster sizes to achieve anonymity is an idea
posed by Aggarwal et al. [3]. They introduce it in the setting of radii-based clustering, and
define the r-gather problem: Given a set of points P from a metric space, find a clustering
and centers for the clusters such that the maximum distance between a point and its center is
minimized and such that every cluster has at least r points. They also define the (k, r)-center
problem which is the same problem as the r-gather problem except that the number of
clusters is also bounded by the given number k. So the (k, r)-center problem takes the
k-center clustering objective but restricts the solution space to clusterings where every cluster
has at least r points. Aggarwal et al. [3] give a 2-approximation for both problems.
We pose the same question, but for sum-based objectives such as k-median and k-means.
Here instead of the maximum distance between a point and its center, the (squared) distances
are added up for all points. For a set of points P from a metric space and a number k, the
k-median problem is to find a clustering and centers such that the sum of the distances
of every point to its closest center is minimized. For k-means clustering, the distances are
squared, the metric is usually Euclidean, and the centers are allowed to come from all of Rd .
Now for k-median/k-means clustering with lower bounds, the situation differs in two aspects.
We are given an additional parameter B and solutions now satisfy the additional constraint
that every cluster has at least B points1 . To achieve this, points are no longer necessarily
assigned to their closest center but the solution now involves an assignment function of points
to centers. The objective then is to minimize the (squared) sum of distances from every
point to its assigned center. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, k-median and k-means
with lower bounds have not been studied, but for k-median, an O(1)-approximation follows
from known work (see below).
For the related (also sum-based) facility location problem, finding solutions with lower
bounds on the cluster sizes appeared in very different contexts. Given sets P and F from a
finite metric space and opening costs for the points in F , the facility location problem asks to
partition P into clusters and to assign a center from F to each cluster such that the sum of
the distances of every point to its cluster plus the sum of the opening costs of open centers
is minimized. For facility location with lower bounds, an additional parameter B is given
and every cluster has to have at least B points. Karger and Minkoff [20] as well as Guha,
Meyerson and Munagala [13] use relaxed versions of facility location with (uniform) lower
bounds as subroutines for solving network design problems. This inspired the seminal work
of Svitkina [26], who gives a constant-factor approximation algorithm for the facility location
problem with (uniform) lower bounds. Ahmadian and Swamy [5] improve the approximation
ratio to 82.6. Ahmadian and Swamy [6] state that the algorithm by Svitkina can be adapted
for k-median by adequately replacing the first reduction step at the cost of an increase in
the approximation factor.
It is often the case that restricting the number of clusters to k instead of having facility
costs makes the design of approximation algorithms much more cumbersome, in particular
when constraints are involved. For example, the related problem of finding a facility location
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In the introduction, we stick to uniform lower bounds since this is what we want for anonymity. In the
technical part, we also discuss non-uniform lower bounds.
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Figure 1 On the difference between lower-bounded clustering and weakly lower-bounded clustering.

solution where every cluster has to satisfy an upper bound, usually referred to as capacitated
facility location, can be 3-approximated (see Aggarwal et al [2]), but finding a constant-factor
approximation for capacitated k-median clustering is a long standing open problem [1, 16].
We demonstrate that the situation for lower bounds is different. By a relatively straightforward approach that we borrow from the area of approximation algorithms for hierarchical
clustering, we show that approximation algorithms for facility location with lower bounds
can be converted into approximation algorithms for k-median with lower bounds (at the cost
of an increase in the approximation ratio), and this reduction works also for more general
k-clustering problems including k-means. This leaves us with two challenges:
1. The resulting approximation algorithm has a very high approximation ratio.
2. For k-means clustering with lower bounds, no bicriteria or true approximation algorithm
is known, and the results for standard facility location with lower bounds do not extend
to the case for squared Euclidean distances: Both known algorithms for facility location
use the triangle inequality an uncontrolled number of times to bound the cost of multiple
reassignment steps. Thus the relaxed triangle inequality is not sufficient, as the resulting
bound would depend on this number. Also the bicriteria algorithms by Karger and
Minkoff [20] and Guha, Meyerson and Munagala [13] require repeated application of the
triangle inequality. Thus, k-means with lower bounds needs a new technique.
To tackle these challenges, we define a new variation of lower-bounded clustering that we
call weakly lower-bounded k-clustering. Here we allow points to be allocated multiple times.
However a point may not be assigned more than once to the same center. This means that
our ‘clustering’ is not a partitioning into subsets, but consists of not necessarily disjoint
clusters (whose union is P ). Each cluster has to respect the lower bound. To explain this
idea, consider Figure 1. There are two locations with B − 1 points each, and the distance
between the two locations is ∆. For clustering with a lower bound of B, we can only open
one center, which results in a clustering cost of (B − 1)∆ for k-median (and Ω(B∆2 ) for
k-means). For clustering with weak lower bound B, we allow to assign points multiple times
(but only to different centers). For each allocation, we pay the connection cost. In Figure 1,
this allows us to open two centers while assigning one point from every location to the other
location. This costs 2∆ for k-median (and Ω(∆2 ) for k-means) for the two extra assignments.
So even though we pay for more connections, the overall cost is smaller. This means that
clustering with weak lower bounds can have an arbitrarily smaller cost than clustering with
lower bounds, and in a way, this is a benefit: it means that we potentially pay less for having
the lower bounds satisfied. Of course it also means that the gap between the optimal costs of
the two problem variants with (standard) lower bounds and weak lower bounds is unbounded.
We obtain the following results.
We design an 8-approximation algorithm for weakly lower-bounded k-median and an
O(1)-approximation algorithm for weakly lower-bounded k-means. The algorithms are
conceptually simpler than their counterparts for lower-bounded facility location.
Then we show that we can adapt the solutions such that every point is assigned to only
two centers at the cost of a constant factor increase in the approximation ratio. We say
that a solution has b-weak lower bounds if every point is assigned to at most b centers, so
our results satisfy 2-weak lower bounds.
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Furthermore, we show that for ϵ ∈ (0, 1) we can also get O(1/ϵ)-approximate solutions
that satisfy (1 + ϵ)-weak lower bounds if we allow fractional assignments of points.
Finally, we show that our result on 2-weak lower bounds also implies a (O(1), O(1))bicriteria approximation result for lower bounds, where the lower bounds are satisfied
only to an extent of B/O(1). Applying this result to squared Euclidean distances yields
a bicriteria approximation for k-means with lower bounds, which is the first to the best
of the authors’ knowledge.
Our results also extend to non-uniform lower bounds.
Recall our anonymization goal. When using weakly lower-bounded clustering, we still get the
number of clusters that we desire and we also fully satisfy the anonymity requirement. We
achieve this by distorting the data slightly by allowing data points to influence two clusters.
In the fractional case, we get a solution where every data point is assigned to one main
cluster and then contributes an ϵ-connection to a different cluster. By this small disturbance
of the data set, we can meet the anonymity lower bound requirement for all clusters.
Techniques. The proof that k-clustering can be reduced to facility location builds upon a
known nesting technique from the area of approximation algorithms for hierarchical clustering
and is relatively straightforward. Our conceptional contribution is the definition of weakly
lower-bounded clustering as a means to achieve anonymity. To obtain constant-factor
approximations for weakly lower-bounded clustering, the idea is to incorporate an estimate
for the cost of establishing lower bounds via facility costs, approximate a k-clustering problem
with facility costs and then enforce lower bounds on a solution by connecting the closest
B − ℓ points to a center which previously only had ℓ points. Similar ideas are present in the
literature, which we adapt to our new problem formulation.
The main technical contribution in our paper is the proof that a solution assigning points
to arbitrarily many centers can be converted into a solution where every point is assigned at
most twice (or (1 + ϵ)-times, respectively), not only for k-median, but also for k-means. The
latter means that the proof cannot use subsequent reassignment steps as it is the case in
previous algorithms but has to carefully ensure that points are only reassigned once. We can
also bypass this problem in the construction of a bicriteria algorithm. Previous bicriteria
algorithms for lower bounds do not extend to k-means due to using multiple reassignments.
Related work. Approximation algorithms for clustering have been studied for decades. The
unconstrained k-center problem can be 2-approximated [11, 14] and this is tight under P ̸=
NP [15]. The (k, r)-center problem we discussed above is introduced and 2-approximated
in [3]. We also call this problem k-center with lower bounds. McCutchen and Khuller [25]
study k-center with lower bounds in a streaming setting and provide a (6 + ϵ)-approximation.
One can also consider non-uniform lower bounds, i.e., every center has an individual lower
bound that has to be satisfied if the center is opened. This variant is studied by Ahmadian
and Swamy in [6] and they give a 3-approximation (for the slightly more general k-supplier
problem with non-uniform lower bounds).
The facility location problem has a rich history of approximation algorithms and the
currently best algorithm due to Li [22], achieving an approximation ratio of 1.488, is very
close to the best known lower bound of 1.463 [12]. Bicriteria approximation algorithms for
facility location with lower bounds are developed by Karger and Minkoff [20] and Guha,
Meyerson and Munagala [13]. Svitkina [26] gives the first O(1)-approximation algorithm.
The core of the algorithm is a reduction to facility location with capacities, embedded
in a long chain of pre- and postprocessing steps. Ahmadian and Swamy [5] improve the
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approximation guarantee to 82.6. For the case of non-uniform lower bounds, Li [23] gives an
O(1)-approximation algorithm. Although we did not discuss this in the introduction because
it is less relevant to the anonymity motivation, this result also implies an O(1)-approximation
for k-median with non-uniform lower bounds, as we show in the full version of this paper [7,
Appendix A].
The k-median and k-means problems are APX-hard with the best known lower bounds
being 1+2/e [18] and 1.0013 [8, 21]. The k-median problem can be (2.675+ϵ)-approximated [9]
and the best known approximation ratio for the k-means problem is 6.357 + ϵ [4]. To the best
of the authors’ knowledge, k-median and k-means with lower bounds have not been studied
before. For the k-median problem, O(1)-approximations follow relatively easy from the work
on facility location as outlined in the full version [7, Appendix A] and there is a possible
adaptation of the algorithm by Svitkina as mentioned above. The authors are neither aware
of an approximation algorithm or bicriteria algorithm for facility location with lower bounds
that works for squared metrics, nor of one for k-means with lower bounds. We propose a
bicriteria result that is applicable to k-means.
Finding a polynomial constant-factor approximation algorithm for the k-median problem
with upper bounds, i.e., with capacities, is a long standing open problem. Recently, efforts
have been made to obtain FPT approximation algorithms for the problem [1, 10].

2

Preliminaries

A k-clustering problem gets a finite set of input points P , a possibly infinite set of possible
centers F , and a number k ∈ N and asks for a set of centers C ⊂ F with |C| ≤ k and a
mapping a : P → C such that
X
cost(P, C, a) = cost(C, a) =
d(x, a(x))
x∈P

is minimized, where d : (P ∪ F ) × (P ∪ F ) → R+ is a distance function that is symmetric
and satisfies that d(x, y) = 0 iff x = y. For the generalized k-median problem, the distance
d satisfies the α-relaxed triangle inequality, i.e., for all x, y, z ∈ P ∪ F , it holds that
d(x, y) ≤ αd(x, z) + αd(y, z).
We define the k-median problem as a generalized k-median problem with P = F (finite)
and α = 1, and the k-means problem by setting F = Rd and P ⊂ F , and choosing d as the
squared Euclidean distance, for which α = 2. For these two problems, choosing the mapping
a : P → C is always optimally done by assigning every point to (one of) its closest center(s).
A generalized facility location problem has the same input as a generalized k-median problem
except that it gets facility costs f : F → R instead of a number k. The goal is to find a set of
P
P
centers C ⊂ F without cardinality constraint that minimizes x∈P d(x, a(x)) + c∈C f (c).
We use the term facility location not only if d is a metric but also in the case of a distance
function satisfying the α-relaxed triangle inequality, analogously to the generalized k-median
problem defined above.
We study generalized k-median and generalized facility location problems under side
constraints which means that the choice of the mapping a is restricted. The side constraints
that we study are versions of lower bounded clustering, i.e., they demand that every center
gets a minimum number of points that are assigned to it. For clustering with (uniform) lower
bounds, the input contains a number B and every cluster in the solution has to have at least
B points. Non-uniform lower bounds are meaningful in the case of a finite set F and then,
non-uniform lower bounds are given via a function B : F → N. If any points are assigned to
a center c ∈ F in a feasible solution, then it has to be at least B(c) points.
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When adding constraints, there is a subtle detail in the definition of generalized k-median
problems for the case P = F : The question whether the center of a cluster has to be part
of the cluster. Notice that without constraints, this makes no difference because assigning
a center to a different center than itself cannot be beneficial. When we add lower bounds,
this can change. We assume that choosing a center outside of the cluster is allowed and
specifically say when the solution is such that centers are members of their clusters.
Our new problem variant called weakly lower-bounded generalized k-median is defined
as follows. Given an instance of the same form as for the unconstrained generalized kmedian problem plus lower bounds B : F → N, the goal is to compute a set of at most k
centers C ⊂ F and an assignment a : P → P(C) such that the lower bound is satisfied, i.e.,
|{x ∈ P | c ∈ a(x)}| ≥ B(c) for all c ∈ C and every point is assigned at least once. If a point
is assigned multiple times the distance of the point to all assigned centers is paid by the
solution. The total cost of a solution is given by
X X
cost(C, a) =
d(x, c).
x∈P c∈a(x)

If a solution of a weakly lower-bounded clustering problem satisfies that every point is
assigned to at most b centers, then we say that the solution satisfies b-weak lower bounds.

3

Reducing Lower-Bounded k-Clustering to Facility Location

In this section, we observe that by using a known technique from the area of approximation
algorithms for hierarchical clustering, we can turn an approximation algorithm for generalized
facility location with lower bounds into an algorithm for generalized k-median with lower
bounds. The technique is called nesting. Given two solutions S1 and S2 for the same
generalized facility location problem with different number of centers k1 > k2 , nesting
describes how to find a solution S with k2 centers which has a cost bounded by a constant
times the costs of S1 and S2 and which is hierarchically compatible with S1 , i.e., the clusters
in S result from merging clusters in S1 . We use this by computing a solution S1 with an
approximation algorithm for generalized facility location satisfying the lower bounds and a
solution S2 for unconstrained generalized k-median and then combining them via a nesting
step. The resulting solution S has at most k centers and the clusters result from clusters
that satisfy the lower bound – thus they satisfy the lower bound as well. For uniform lower
bounds, the execution of this plan is very straightforward, for non-uniform lower bounds
we have to be a bit more careful and adjust the nesting appropriately. Since most of this
section follows relatively straightforwardly from known work, we defer the details to the full
version [7, Appendix A]. Although the reduction is applicable to generalized k-median, this
only helps to obtain constant-factor approximations for k-median because no approximation
algorithms for generalized facility location with lower bounds are known for α > 1. We get
the following statement from combining the (adjusted) nesting results from Lin et al. [24] and
the approximation algorithms for facility location with uniform lower bounds by Ahmadian
and Swamy [5] and non-uniform lower bounds by Li [23].
▶ Corollary 1. There exist polynomial-time O(1)-approximation algorithms for the k-median
problem with uniform and non-uniform lower bounds.
As a final note we observe that the crucial property of lower bound constraints we use
here is mergeability: If a uniform lower bound is satisfied for a solution, then merging clusters
results in a solution that is still feasible. This is in stark contrast to for example capacitated
clustering. Our reduction works for mergeable constraints in general.
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Generalized k-Median with Weak Lower Bounds

Now we consider a relaxed version of generalized k-median with lower bounds where points
in P can be assigned multiple times. This relaxation does make sense since we have lower
bounds on the centers, so it can be more valuable to assign points to multiple centers to
satisfy the lower bounds instead of closing the respective centers. To see this we refer to
Figure 1. We call this problem generalized k-median with weak lower bounds.
For ease of presentation, it is sensible to assume that F is finite. We observe that we can
always set F = P at a constant increase in the cost function if we are given a uniform lower
bound. In particular, we assume in this section that F = P holds for k-means.
▶ Lemma 2. Let P be a point set and F be a possibly infinite set of centers. Let a : P → F
be a mapping and define a′ (x) = arg miny∈P d(y, a(x)). Then it holds that
X
X
d(x, a′ (x)) ≤ 2α ·
d(x, a(x)).
x∈P

x∈P

Proof. The lemma follows from the relaxed triangle inequality:
X
X
X

d(x, a′ (x)) ≤ α
d(x, a(x)) + d(a(x), a′ (x)) ≤ 2α ·
d(x, a(x)).
x∈P

x∈P

◀

x∈P

To achieve anonymity it is enough to have a uniform lower bound. However if we assume
F = P from the beginning, then our results also hold for non-uniform lower bounds, so we
consider this more general case in this section.
For standard k-median/k-means with weak lower bounds we give an 8-approximate
algorithm and an O(1)-approximate algorithm respectively. Furthermore we show that a
solution to generalized k-median with weak lower bounds can be transformed into a solution
to generalized k-median with 2-weak lower bounds in polynomial time. We show that this
transformation increases the cost only by a factor of α(α + 1). We combine this with the
approximation algorithm for standard k-median/k-means with weak lower bounds and obtain
an approximation algorithm for standard k-median/k-means with 2-weak lower bounds.
If we allow fractional assignments we show how to obtain a solution which assigns every
point by an amount of at most 1 + ϵ for arbitrary ϵ ∈ (0, 1), losing ⌈ 1ϵ ⌉α(α + 1) + 1 in the
approximation factor.
Computing a solution. To approximate generalized k-median with weak non-uniform lower
bounds, we reduce this problem to generalized k-median with center costs. In this variant
of generalized k-median, the input contains both a number k and center opening costs
f : F → R+ . The objective is then
X
X
costf (C, a) =
d(x, a(x)) +
f (c)
x∈P

c∈C

while the solution space is constrained to center sets of size at most k as for generalized
k-median. The reduction that we use works by introducing a center cost of
X
f (c) =
d(p, c)
(1)
p∈Dc

for every point c ∈ F . This cost is paid if c becomes a center. Here Dc is the set consisting of
the B(c) nearest points in P to c. The idea for this reduction is adapted from the bicriteria
algorithm for lower-bounded facility location presented by Guha, Meyerson and Munagala
[13] and Karger, Minkoff [20].
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Note that for a center c in a feasible solution (C, a) to generalized k-median with weak
P
lower bounds, the term p∈Dc d(p, c) is a lower bound on the assignment cost caused by c.
This leads to the following lemma.
▶ Lemma 3. Let OP T ′ be an optimal solution to the generalized k-median problem with
center costs as defined in (1) and OP T = (O, h) be an optimal solution to generalized
k-median with weak lower bounds. It holds that costf (OP T ′ ) ≤ 2 cost(OP T ).
Proof. For p ∈ P let cp = argmin{d(p, c) | c ∈ h(p)} be the closest center to which p is
assigned in OP T . We define h′ (p) = cp for all p ∈ P and obtain a feasible solution (O, h′ ) to
the generalized k-median problem with center cost. Furthermore we have
X
X
costf (OP T ′ ) ≤ costf (O, h′ ) =
f (c) +
d(p, h′ (p))
c∈O

=

X X

d(p, c) +

c∈O p∈Dc

≤2

X X

X

p∈P

d(p, h′ (p))

p∈P

d(p, c)

p∈P c∈h(p)

= 2 cost(OP T ).
P
P
P
The second inequality follows from the fact that c∈O p∈Dc d(p, c) and p∈P d(p, h′ (p))
are both lower bounds on the assignment cost of OP T .
◀
Let (C, a) be a solution for the generalized k-median problem with center costs. To turn
it into a solution for generalized k-median with weak lower bounds we have to modify the
assignment. Let c ∈ C and nc = |a−1 (c)|. We additionally assign mc = max{0, B(c) − nc }
points to c to satisfy the lower bound. Let Sc ⊂ Dc be the set of points in Dc which are not
assigned to c. We choose mc points from Sc and assign them to c. This is feasible since we
are allowed to assign points multiple times. Let (C, a′ ) be the corresponding solution.
▶ Lemma 4. It holds that cost(C, a′ ) ≤ costf (C, a).
Proof. The additional assignment cost for each center c ∈ C can be upper bounded by
P
p∈Dc d(p, c). We obtain
X X
X
cost(C, a′ ) ≤
d(p, c) +
d(p, a(p))
c∈C p∈Dc

p∈P

f

= cost (C, a).

◀

Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 imply the following corollary.
▶ Corollary 5. Given a γ-approximation for the generalized k-median problem with center
costs, we get a 2γ-approximation for the generalized k-median problem with weak lower bounds
in polynomial time.
For k-median, we combine Corollary 5 with Corollary 5.5 from [27] which shows that an
algorithm by Jain et al. [17] can be used to obtain a 4-approximation for the k-median
problem with center costs. This gives an 8-approximation for k-median with weak lower
bounds. For k-means, we use the algorithm by Jain and Vazirani [19] which was originally
designed for k-median. However, as outlined in the journal version [19], it can be used for
k-means when F = P , and also for k-median with center costs. The two extensions are not
conflicting and can both be applied to obtain an O(1)-approximation for k-means with center
costs for the case F = P .
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Reducing the Number of Assignments per Client

We see that the solution for standard k-median/k-means with weak lower bounds computed
above can assign a point to all centers in the worst case. The number of assigned centers
per point cannot be bounded by a constant. This may not be desirable in the context of
publishing anonymized representatives since the distortion of the original data set is not
bounded.
However, we show that any solution to the generalized k-median problem with weak
lower bounds can be transformed into a solution assigning every point at most twice. This
increases the cost by a factor of α(α + 1). Recall that α is the constant appearing in the
relaxed triangle inequality. This leads to the following theorem.
▶ Theorem 6. Given a solution (C, a) to generalized k-median with weak lower bounds, we
e e
can compute a solution (C,
a) to generalized k-median with 2-weak lower bounds (assigning
e e
every point at most twice) in polynomial time such that cost(C,
a) ≤ α(α + 1) cost(C, a).
e = C and e
e and e
Reassignment process. We start by setting C
a = a and modify both C
a
until we obtain a feasible solution to generalized k-median with 2-weak lower bounds. During
e are called currently open, and when a center is deleted from C,
e
the process, the centers in C
we say it is closed. The centers are processed in an arbitrary but fixed order, i.e., we assume
that C = {c1 , . . . , ck′ } for some k ′ ≤ k and process them in order c1 , . . . , ck′ . We say that ci
is smaller than cj if i < j.
Let c = ci be the currently processed center. By Pc , we denote the set of points assigned to
c under e
a. We divide Pc into three sets Pc1 = {q ∈ Pc | |e
a(q)| = 1}, Pc2 = {q ∈ Pc | |e
a(q)| = 2}
3
and Pc = {q ∈ Pc | |e
a(q)| ≥ 3}. Furthermore with C(Pc3 ) we denote all centers which are
connected to at least one point in Pc3 under e
a.
e Otherwise we need
If Pc3 is empty, we are done and proceed with the next center in C.
3
3
to empty Pc . Observe that points in Pc are assigned to multiple centers, so if we delete the
connection between one of these points and c, the point is still served by some other center.
However, doing so may violate the lower bound at c. So we have to replace this connection.
As long as Pc3 is non-empty, we do the following. We pick a center d = min C(Pc3 )\{c}
and a point x ∈ Pc3 connected to d. We want to assign a point y from Pd1 to c to free x.
For technical reasons, we restrict the choice of y: We exclude all points from the subset
e ̸= ∅}, i.e., all points which were
Pd1 := {q ∈ Pd1 | |a(q)| ≥ 3 and a(q) ∩ {c1 , . . . , ci−1 } ∩ C
assigned to at least 3 centers under the initial assignment a, and where one of these at least
3 centers is still open and smaller than c.
If Pd1 \Pd1 is non-empty, we pick a point y ∈ Pd1 \Pd1 arbitrarily. We set e
a(y) = {d, c}
and e
a(x) = e
a(x)\{c}. So x is no longer connected to c, but to satisfy the lower bound at
c we replace x by y (Figure 2). If Pd1 \Pd1 is empty, our replacement plan does not work.
Instead, we close d. This means that x is now assigned to one center less, and, if this happens
repeatedly, x will at some point no longer be in Pc3 . Since we close d, all points in Pd1 have
x
c

x
c

d

d

y

y

Figure 2 Connection between x ∈ Pc3 and c is deleted. A point y ∈ Pd1 replaces x.
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Algorithm 1 Reducing the number of assigned centers per point to two.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

define an ordering on the centers c1 ≤ c2 . . . ≤ ck′
e := C and e
set C
a := a
for all c ∈ C
Pc := {q ∈ P | c ∈ e
a(q)}
3 :=
Pc
{q ∈ Pc | |e
a(q)| ≥ 3}, Pci := {q ∈ Pc | |e
a(q)| = i} for i = 1, 2
S
3 :=
C(Pc )
e
a
(q)
3
q∈Pc
for i = 1 to l do
while Pc3i ̸= ∅ do
d = min C(Pc3i )\{ci }
e ̸= ∅}}
Pd1 = {q ∈ Pd1 | |a(q)| ≥ 3 and a(q) ∩ {c1 , . . . , ci−1 } ∩ C
1
1
if Pd \Pd = ∅ then
for all q ∈ Pd1
e
let e = min(a(q) ∩ C)
set e
a(q) = {e}
e and all connections to d in e
delete d from C
a
else
pick x ∈ Pc3i connected to d and y ∈ Pd1 \Pd1
set e
a(x) = e
a(x)\{ci }, e
a(y) = {ci , d}

to be reassigned because they are only connected to d. For each q ∈ Pd1 , we reassign q to the
smallest currently open center in a(q). Notice that such a center exists and is smaller than
e which is
c because Pd1 = Pd1 and for every q ∈ Pd1 , there is at least one center in a(q) ∩ C
smaller than c.
The entire process is described in Algorithm 1. It satisfies the following invariants.
e e
▶ Lemma 7. Algorithm 1 computes a feasible solution (C,
a) to generalized k-median with
2-weak lower bounds. Furthermore the following properties hold during all steps of the
algorithm.
1. The algorithm never establishes connections for points currently assigned more than once.
2. For any center c ∈ C, Pc does not change before c is processed or closed.
e is deleted by the
3. If a connection between x ∈ P and the currently processed center c ∈ C
algorithm, we have from this time on x ∈
/ Pc3 until termination. Moreover Pc3 remains
empty after c is processed.
4. While the algorithm processes c ∈ C we always have c < min C(Pc3 )\{c}. Moreover all
currently open centers which are smaller than c remain open until termination.
5. If the algorithm establishes a new connection in Line 14 or Line 18 it remains until
termination.
Proof. The process terminates: For every iteration of the while loop starting in Line 8, either
a point is deleted from Pc3i or there is at least one point x ∈ Pc3i for which |e
a(x)| is reduced
3
by one. Furthermore |e
a(x)| does never increase for any x ∈ Pci .
The final solution satisfies lower bounds: Every time we delete a connection between a
point and a center it either happens because the center is closed or we replace this connection
by assigning a new point to it. So the lower bounds are satisfied at all open centers.
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All points stay connected to a center: Assume that the algorithm deletes the connection
between a point p and the center d it is exclusively assigned to. This only happens if at this
time d is closed by the algorithm. Then p is assigned to another center as defined in Line 14.
We conclude that the solution is feasible.
Property 1: The algorithm establishes connections in Line 14 and Line 18 which always
involve a point currently assigned once.
Property 2: Let c ∈ C. Connections are only changed for the center that is currently
processed or for a smaller center which has been processed already. Thus, the algorithm
does not add or delete any connections involving c before c is processed or closed.
Property 3: Assume that after the connection between x ∈ Pc3 and c is deleted by the
algorithm, x is again part of Pc3 . That would require that the algorithm establishes a
new connection for a point which is connected more than once, which does not happen by
Property 1. For the same reason Pc3 remains empty after c is processed by the algorithm.
Property 4: Assume c is currently processed by the algorithm and d = min C(Pc3 )\{c}. We
know that at this time Pd3 is non-empty, which is by Property 3 only possible if d is
processed after c. Thus we have c < d. This also means that centers can only be closed
by the algorithm if they are not processed so far.
Property 5: If a connection is deleted, the respective point is either connected to more than
two centers or to a center which is closed at this time. A connection in Line 14 or Line
18 is established by the algorithm between a point which is at this time assigned exactly
once and a center which is already processed or currently processed by the algorithm.
Thus the point is from this time on never assigned to more than two centers and the
center remains open until termination by Property 4. So the necessary conditions for a
deletion of this connection are never fulfilled.
◀
We now want to bound the cost of new connections created by the algorithm by the cost of the
original solution. Notice that only Line 18 generates new connections, Line 14 re-establishes
connections that were originally present. So let Nc be the set of all points newly assigned to
c by the algorithm in Line 18 while center c is processed. For y ∈ Nc let dy be the respective
center in Line 9 of Algorithm 1 and xy the point in Line 17 contained in Pc3 and connected
to dy . Using the α-relaxed triangle inequality, we obtain the following upper bound.



d(y, c) ≤ α(d(y, xy ) + d(xy , c)) ≤ α α d(y, dy ) + d(dy , xy ) + d(xy , c)

= α2 d(y, dy ) + d(dy , xy ) + αd(xy , c).
(2)
e and all y ∈ Nc . This yields the following upper bound on the
We can apply (2) to all c ∈ C
e e
cost of the final solution (C,
a).

X X
X
X X
e e
cost(C,
a) =
d(y, c) =
d(y, c) +
d(y, c)
e y∈P :
e y∈Pc \Nc
c∈C
c∈C
y∈Nc
c∈e
a(y)


X
X
X
d(y, c) +
α2 (d(y, dy ) + d(dy , xy )) + αd(xy , c) .
(3)
≤
e
y∈Nc
c∈C y∈Pc \Nc
Expression (3) is what we want to pay for. We show in Observation 8 below that all involved
distances contribute to the original cost as well. So in principle, we can bound each summand
by a term in the original cost. But what we need to do is to bound the number of times
that each term in the original cost gets charged. To organize the counting, we count how
many times a specific tuple of a point z and a center f occurs as d(z, f ) in (3). Since it is
important at which position a tuple appears, we give names to the different occurrences (also
see Figure 3).
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xy
α
c

α2
dy

α2

y

Figure 3 Bounding the distance between y and c. The respective distances appear with a factor
of α or α2 . Tuple (xy , c) is of Type 1 and (xy , dy ), (y, dy ) are of Type 2.

We say that that a tuple appears as a tuple of Type 0 if it appears as d(y, c) in (3), as
tuple of Type 1 if it appears as d(xy , c), and as tuple of Type 2 if it appears as d(y, dy )
or d(dy , xy ). We distinguish the latter type further by calling a tuple occurring as d(y, dy )
a tuple of Type 2.1 and a tuple occurring as d(xy , dy ) a tuple of Type 2.2. We say that
(y, dy ), (dy , xy ) and (xy , c) contribute to the cost of (y, c), where by the cost of (y, c) we mean
the upper bound on d(y, c) in (2) which we want to pay for.
▶ Observation 8. If a tuple (z, f ), z ∈ P, f ∈ C, occurs as Type 0, 1 or 2, then f ∈ a(z), so
in particular, d(z, f ) occurs as a term in the cost of the original solution.
Proof. For a center c the set Pc \Nc consists of points which are assigned to c by the initial
assignment a or assigned to c while c is not processed by the algorithm. The latter can only
happen if a connection is reestablished in Line 14 which requires that the connection was
already present in (C, a). So Type 0 tuples satisfy the statement.
For Type 1 and 2 tuples, consider y ∈ Nc for some center c and the respective tuples
(xy , c), (y, dy ), (xy , dy ). Notice that both y and xy are connected to dy the step before y is
assigned to c. By Property 4 of Lemma 7 we have c < dy . Thus we know by Property 2
of Lemma 7 that Pdy is not changed by the algorithm at least until y is assigned to c. So
dy ∈ a(y) and dy ∈ a(xy ) which proves that Type 2 tuples satisfy the statement. Moreover
it holds that c ∈ a(xy ) since there is a time where xy ∈ Pc3 . This can, by Property 1 of
Lemma 7, only happen if the connection between xy and c is already part of (C, a). Thus,
Type 1 tuples satisfy the statement.
◀
As indicated above, a tuple (z, f ) can contribute to the cost of multiple tuples. Notice that a
e e
tuple occurs at most once as a tuple of Type 0 in (3). To bound the cost of (C,
a) we bound
the number of times a tuple appears as Type 1 or Type 2 tuple in (3).
▶ Lemma 9. For all z ∈ P, f ∈ C, the tuple (z, f ) can appear in (3) at most once as a tuple
of Type 1 and at most once as a tuple of Type 2.
Proof. In the following, the tuple whose cost the tuple (z, f ) contributes to will always be
named (y, c), and we denote the time at which y is newly assigned to c by t.
Type 1: Assume (z, f ) contributes to the cost of (y, c) as a tuple of Type 1. Then f = c.
Notice that at the time step before t we must have z ∈ Pc3 and afterwards, z is never
again contained in Pc3 by Property 3 of Lemma 7. Thus the pair (z, c) can never again
be responsible for any reassignment to c, i.e., (z, c) = (z, f ) does not contribute to any
further cost as a tuple of Type 1.
Type 2.1: Assume that (z, f ) contributes to the cost of (y, c) as a tuple of Type 2.1. Then
z = y. At the time step before t, we have y ∈ Pf1 , f ∈ C(Pc3 ), and at time t, we have
y ∈ Pc2 ∩ Pf2 . By Property 5 of Lemma 7, newly established connections are never deleted,
so after time t, it always holds that y ∈ Pc . So even if y is in Pf at a later time, it cannot
be in Pf1 since it is also connected to c. So (y, f ) = (z, f ) does not contribute to any
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further cost as tuple of Type 2.1. Furthermore by Property 1 of Lemma 7 we know that
y is always assigned to fewer than three centers after t which means that (y, f ) does not
contribute as tuple of Type 2.2 to the cost of any connection established by the algorithm
after t either.
Type 2.2: Finally we consider the case where (z, f ) contributes to the cost of (y, c) as a
tuple of Type 2.2. At time t, the algorithm processes c. By the way the algorithm
chooses f and z, we know that z ∈ Pc3 (at the beginning of the process, i.e., before t) and
f = min C(Pc3 )\{c}. After t, Property 3 of Lemma 7 implies z ∈
/ Pc3 , which means that
as a tuple of Type 2.2, it can never again contribute to the cost of any tuple containing
c. Assume instead that it contributes (as Type 2.2) to the cost of a tuple (y ′ , c′ ) for a
center c′ =
̸ c, and some point y ′ ∈ P . This is supposed to happen after t, so y ′ is newly
assigned to c′ at some time t′ > t. Before c′ is processed, we must always have z ∈ Pc3′ by
Property 1 and 2 of Lemma 7. So in particular, at time t < t′ we have c′ ∈ C(Pc3 )\{c}.
Moreover we know that at some time while c′ is processed by the algorithm we have
f = min C(Pc3′ )\{c′ }. Using Property 4 of Lemma 7 we conclude that c′ < f . Which is a
contradiction since the algorithm chose f and not c′ at time t, i.e., f = min C(Pc3 )\{c}
must hold. Thus, (z, f ) cannot contribute to the cost of (y ′ , c′ ) as a tuple of Type 2.2.
It is left to show that (z, f ) cannot contribute to the cost of any (y ′ , c′ ) as a tuple of Type 2.1
at some time t′ > t. For a contribution as Type 2.1, we would have z = y ′ and y ′ ∈ Pf1 .
We show that in this case y ′ is in fact contained in Pf1 . Remember that at time t we have
y ′ = z ∈ Pc3 and that this only happens if |a(y ′ )| ≥ 3 by Property 1 of Lemma 7. Moreover c
e
is still open by Property 4 of Lemma 7 and is smaller than c′ . Thus c ∈ a(y ′ )∩{e | e < c′ }∩ C,
′
′
′
1
which proves y ∈ Pf . Therefore the algorithm does not assign y to c (see Lines 11-15) and
(z, f ) does not contribute as tuple of Type 2.1 to the cost of any connection established by
the algorithm after t.
◀
We now know that a tuple only appears at most once as any of the three tuple types. For
the final counting, we define T 0, T 1 and T 2 as the sets of all tuples of Type 0, 1 and 2,
respectively. We could already prove a bound on the cost now, but to make it slightly smaller
and prove Theorem 6, we need one final statement.
▶ Lemma 10. The set T 0 ∩ T 1 ∩ T 2 is empty.
Proof. Let (z, f ) ∈ T 0 ∩ T 1 ∩ T 2. Since (z, f ) is of Type 0, the point z must be connected
to f in the final assignment e
a. We distinguish whether the connection between z and f was
deleted at some point by the algorithm or not. If it is not deleted, (z, f ) cannot be of Type 1
since this would require that z is temporarily not assigned to f . Otherwise the connection
between z and f was deleted while f was processed and later reestablished by the algorithm
in Line 14.
By assumption the tuple is also of Type 2. Assume it is of Type 2.1 and contributes
to the cost of a tuple (y, c) with z = y. We know that c < f by Property 4 of Lemma 7.
Consider the time when z is newly assigned to c. The step before we have z ∈ Pf1 . On the
other hand while f is processed we have z ∈ Pf3 in contradiction to Property 1 of Lemma 7.
Assume finally that (z, f ) is of Type 2.2 and contributes to the cost of a tuple (y, c).
Again we have c < f . Consider the time y is newly assigned to c. The step before we have
z ∈ Pc3 and, by Property 1 and 2 of Lemma 7, also z ∈ Pf3 . At the time the connection
e
between z and f is reestablished by the algorithm, both centers are contained in a(z) ∩ C.
e This completes the proof.
This is a contradiction to c < f = min(a(z) ∩ C).
◀
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Proof of Theorem 6. Slightly abusing the notation we write d(e) for a tuple e = (z, f ) by
which we mean the distance d(z, f ). Combining Lemma 9 and 10 we obtain

X X
X
e e
cost(C,
a) ≤
d(y, c) +
α2 (d(y, dy ) + d(dy , xy )) + αd(xy , c)
(3)
e y∈Pc \Nc
c∈C
y∈Nc
X
X
X
2
=
d(e) + α
d(e) + α
d(e)
(4)
e∈T 0

e∈T 2

2

≤ (α + α) cost(C, a).

e∈T 1

(5)

By Lemma 9 we know that a tuple only appears at most once as any of the three tuple types.
We replace (3) by summing up the cost of all tuples in Ti for i = 0, 1, 2 with the respective
factor for each type and obtain (4).
Finally by Observation 8 the cost d(e) for e ∈ T0 ∪ T1 ∪ T2 occurs as a term in the original
solution and T0 ∩ T1 ∩ T2 = ∅ by Lemma 10, which proves (5).
◀
So it is possible to reduce the number of assignments per point to two at a constant factor
increase in the approximation factor. We can go even further and allow points to be
fractionally assigned to centers which poses the question if it is possible to bound the assigned
amount by a number smaller than two. Indeed we can prove for every ϵ ∈ (0, 1) that we can
modify a solution to generalized k-median with weak lower bounds such that every point is
assigned by an amount of at most 1 + ϵ and the cost increases by a factor of O( 1ϵ α2 ). Note
that even if we allow fractional assignments of points to centers, the centers remain either
open or closed, which differentiates our result from a truly fractional solution, where it is also
allowed to open centers fractionally. Furthermore, the new assignment assigns every point to
at most two centers. It is assigned by an amount of one to one center and potentially by an
additional amount of ϵ to a second center.
Since we consider fractional assignments we modify our notation and denote with e
acx ∈ [0, 1]
e where C
e is the set of centers. Let
the amount by which x ∈ P is assigned to c ∈ C,
P
c
e
e
ax = c∈Ce e
ax be the amount by which x ∈ P is assigned to C. The assignment e
a is feasible
P
c
e
if e
ax ≥ 1 for all x ∈ P and
e
a ≥ B(c) for all c ∈ C, and its cost is
x∈P

e e
cost(C,
a) =

XX

x

e
acx d(x, c).

e x∈P
c∈C
We omit the proof of the following theorem as it is similar to the proof of Theorem 6, but
to satisfy lower bounds we can only assign an amount of ϵ from points which are already
assigned once. Therefore we consider suitable sets with ⌈ 1ϵ ⌉ points, which leads to the increase
of O( 1ϵ ) in the approximation factor. For more details we refer to [7, Appendix C].
▶ Theorem 11. Given 0 < ϵ < 1 and a solution (C, a) to generalized k-median with weak
e e
lower bounds, we can compute a solution (C,
a) to generalized k-median with (1 + ϵ)-weak
e e
lower bounds, i.e., e
ax ≤ 1 + ϵ for all x ∈ P in polynomial time such that cost(C,
a) ≤
1
(⌈ ϵ ⌉α(α + 1) + 1) cost(C, a).
On pages 7-8 we reduce generalized k-median with weak lower bounds to generalized k-median
with center cost and obtain an 8 or O(1)-approximation for k-median or k-means with weak
lower bounds, respectively. We combine this with Theorem 6 to get a solution with 2-weak
lower bounds whose cost is a constant factor away from the problem with weak lower bounds.
Since weak lower bounds are a relaxation of 2-weak lower bounds, we get:
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approximation algorithm to generalized

Input

: γ-approximate solution (C, a) to generalized k-median with 2-weak lower
bounds, C = {c1 , . . . , ck′ }
Output : Bicriteria solution (C ′ , a′ ) to generalized k-median with lower bounds.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

set C ′ = ∅, a′ (x) = ⊥ for all x ∈ P
N =P
for i = 1 to k ′ do
Ai = {x ∈ P | ci ∈ a(x)}
Bi = {x ∈ Ai | a(x) ⊂ {c1 . . . , ci }} ∩ N
if Ai ∩ N ≥ βB(ci ) then
set a′ (x) = ci for all x ∈ Ai ∩ N
N = N \Ai
C ′ = C ′ ∪ {ci }

10
11

else
set a′ (x) = arg minc∈C ′ d(x, c) for all x ∈ Bi

▶ Corollary 12. Let OP T be an optimal solution to k-median/k-means with 2-weak lower
bounds. We can compute a solution (C, a) in polynomial time for
1. k-median with 2-weak lower bounds with cost(C, a) ≤ 16 cost(OP T )
2. k-means with 2-weak lower bounds with cost(C, a) ≤ O(1) cost(OP T ).
Combining the results from Section 4 with Theorem 11 we obtain:
▶ Corollary 13. Let OP T be an optimal solution to k-median/k-means with (1 + ϵ)-weak
lower bounds. We can compute a solution (C, a) in polynomial time for
1. k-median with (1 + ϵ)-weak lower bounds with cost(C, a) ≤ (16⌈ 1ϵ ⌉ + 8) cost(OP T )
2. k-means with (1 + ϵ)-weak lower bounds with cost(C, a) ≤ O( 1ϵ ) cost(OP T ).

4.2

A Bicriteria Algorithm to Generalized k-Median with Lower Bounds

A (β, δ)-bicriteria solution for generalized k-median with lower bounds consists of at most k
centers C ′ ⊂ F and an assignment a′ : P → C such that at least βB(c) points are assigned
to c ∈ C ′ by a′ and cost(C ′ , a′ ) ≤ δ cost(OP T ). Here OP T denotes an optimal solution to
generalized k-median with lower bounds.
Given a β ≥ 21 and a γ-approximate solution to generalized k-median with 2-weak lower
2

αβ
α β
bounds (C, a), we can compute a (β, γ max{ 1−β
+ 1, 1−β
})-bicriteria solution in the following
way. Let C = {c1 , . . . , ck′ } for some k ′ ≤ k. We process the centers in order c1 , . . . , ck′ and
decide if they are open or closed. We say that ci is smaller than cj if i < j. If we decide
that a center c is open we directly assign at least ⌈βB(c)⌉ points to c. In the beginning all
points are unassigned.
Consider center ci . Let Ai be the set of all points assigned to ci under a. We know that
|Ai | ≥ B(ci ). If at least ⌈βB(ci )⌉ points in Ai are not assigned so far, ci remains open and
all currently unassigned points from Ai are assigned to ci (Figure 4). If less than ⌈βB(ci )⌉
points from Ai are unassigned, the center is closed.
Let C ′ denote the centers from {c1 , . . . , ci−1 } which are open and Bi the set of unassigned
points from Ai which are not connected to any center larger than ci under a. To guarantee
that all points are assigned at the end, we have to care about points in Bi . By assumption
there are at most ⌊βB(ci )⌋ such points. We simply assign a point p ∈ Bi to the nearest
center arg minc∈C ′ d(c, p) in C ′ .
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ci

ci

Figure 4 Shows the case where Ai contains at least ⌈βB(ci )⌉ unassigned points. The three points
on the left are already assigned to other centers and the three points on the right are newly assigned
to ci . The gray connections come from a.

The whole procedure is described in Algorithm 2. For the proof of the claimed approximation factor we refer to [7, Appendix D].
▶ Theorem 14. Given a γ-approximate solution (C, a) to generalized k-median with 2-weak
αβ
α2 β
})lower bounds and a fixed β ∈ [0.5, 1), Algorithm 2 computes a (β, γ max{ 1−β
+ 1, 1−β
bicriteria solution to generalized k-median with lower bounds in polynomial time. In particular,
there exists a polynomial-time ( 12 , O(1))-bicriteria approximation algorithm for k-means with
lower bounds.
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